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Some questions, first setting up the blog
Posted by proline - 2011/07/04 09:06

_____________________________________

Hello,
I have got some questions regarding the software and setting up the autoblogs.
1. I read on the forums that when you finally set up the blogs, once a week you update all the feeds,
delete some, change some and post them to the blogs instantly. My question about that is the rss feeds
which we are using all posts everyday a couple of posts. This means when you lets say update your
blogs on sunday, the software postpone the real updates a week (Because you post them for the rest of
the week) This means your blog runs 'behind' a week. You understand? Does this matter? else it would
be better if you do it every day, or every other day.
2. Is it necessary to have more pages on your blogs? Or is a homepage with a list of blogs enough?
(With every blogpost you see a small piece of text, click more to get a new page with all the information)
3. You use social media to get visitors, like twitter. Does every blog have its own twitter account and
followers? (Because ervery blog with its niche has some specific range of potential followers.) (A niche
about games attracts another sort of people as a niche of gardening)
If its yes, how do you get many followers? There is software for it, but its to expensive. Cant find a free
one
If its no, how did you get those accounts with followers? I dont use social media, so i cant use my own.
4. Do you also have advertisement in your blogposts (Like the subject is: 'Apple introduces new ipad', in
the blogpost somewhere is the name ipad transferred into a link which brings you to a website so buy an
ipad. (so you generate more income)
I think that's it for now..
ty very much!
============================================================================

Re:Some questions, first setting up the blog
Posted by proline - 2011/07/04 17:57

_____________________________________

I just got my license, the scheduler isnt working either..
The first post will be post on the website. Other posts not, time when it should post expires without a
update.
please fix, tell me what to do
============================================================================
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Re:Some questions, first setting up the blog
Posted by proline - 2011/07/04 18:10

_____________________________________

The wordpress time was incorrect, it works now :)
Could you still answer the other questions nick?
============================================================================

Re:Some questions, first setting up the blog
Posted by Johnno - 2011/07/06 05:01

_____________________________________

proline wrote:
1. I read on the forums that when you finally set up the blogs, once a week you update all the feeds,
delete some, change some and post them to the blogs instantly. My question about that is the rss feeds
which we are using all posts everyday a couple of posts. This means when you lets say update your
blogs on sunday, the software postpone the real updates a week (Because you post them for the rest of
the week) This means your blog runs 'behind' a week. You understand? Does this matter? else it would
be better if you do it every day, or every other day.
2. Is it necessary to have more pages on your blogs? Or is a homepage with a list of blogs enough?
(With every blogpost you see a small piece of text, click more to get a new page with all the information)
3. You use social media to get visitors, like twitter. Does every blog have its own twitter account and
followers? (Because ervery blog with its niche has some specific range of potential followers.) (A niche
about games attracts another sort of people as a niche of gardening)
If its yes, how do you get many followers? There is software for it, but its to expensive. Cant find a free
one
If its no, how did you get those accounts with followers? I dont use social media, so i cant use my own.
4. Do you also have advertisement in your blogposts (Like the subject is: 'Apple introduces new ipad', in
the blogpost somewhere is the name ipad transferred into a link which brings you to a website so buy an
ipad. (so you generate more income)

1. I think it is irrelevant how much your copied posts "lag" behind the actual post on the original blog.
What is relevant is that you are continually updating your blog. I schedule posts for every couple of days,
but you could schedule for every day if you like.
2. Depends how your blog is setup. Most of my blogs have one PAGE (not posts) as the home page.
The POSTS go in one or more categories which you can access from the category menu list on the
home page.
3. Social media is SOCIAL, meaning you have to interact. I'm not sure how you would go trying to get
visitors from Twitter to your autoblog. Personally I think the idea with various social media sites is to use
them to get BACKLINKS to your autoblog, which will hopefully increaee the bog's search engine
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visibility.
4. The latest version of ABS has a feature which does exactly this - go to "Tools" then "Cashlinks"
============================================================================

Re:Some questions, first setting up the blog
Posted by proline - 2011/07/06 11:05

_____________________________________

ty :)
============================================================================

Re:Some questions, first setting up the blog
Posted by Carty - 2011/07/07 16:17

_____________________________________

Thanks for helping Johnno.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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